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Let H denote a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra with antipode S over a field I- .
wWe give a new proof of the fact, due to Oberst and Schneider Manuscripta Math. 8
 . x1973 , 217]241 , that H is a symmetric algebra if and only if H is unimodular and
S2 is inner. If H is involutory and not semisimple, then the dimensions of all
projective H-modules are shown to be divisible by char I- . In the case where I- is a
splitting field for H, we give a formula for the rank of the Cartan matrix of H,
reduced mod char I- , in terms of an integral for H. Explicit computations of the
 .Cartan matrix, the ring structure of G H , and the structure of the principal0
indecomposable modules are carried out for certain specific Hopf algebras, in
particular for the restricted enveloping algebras of completely solvable p-Lie
 .algebras and of sl 2, I- . Q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
This article is a study of representations of finite-dimensional Hopf
w xalgebras H in the spirit of Larson's ``Characters of Hopf Algebras'' L , but
with the emphasis on the non-semisimple case. Thus particular attention is
given to the properties of projective modules. To a large extent, we work
 .  .inside the Grothendieck groups G H and K H of the categories of0 0
finitely generated H-modules and finitely generated projective H-modules,
 .  .respectively, and the various connections between G H and K H are0 0
 .among our main focal points: The comultiplication of H causes G H to0
 .  .be a ring and K H to be a module over G H ; there is a canonical0 0
 .  .duality between K H and G H which has a very natural interpretation0 0
  ..in terms of Hattori]Stallings ranks for K H and ordinary characters0
  ..  .  .for G H ; and, of course, there is the Cartan map c : K H ª G H .0 0 0
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Here are the main results of the article. Throughout, H denotes a
finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over a field I- of characteristic p G 0, and
S is the antipode of H.
 2 .THEOREM 1. If H is in¨olutory that is, S s Id and not semisimple,
then p di¨ ides the dimension of e¨ery projecti¨ e H-module.
The next result determines the rank of the map c s Id mc :Ä I-
 .  .I- m K H ª I- m G H . This is a lower bound for the rank of c, andZ 0 Z 0
the two ranks are identical for p s 0. We let C denote the Cartan matrix,
that is, the matrix of the Cartan map with respect to the canonical Z-bases
 .  .of G H and K H that are afforded by the irreducible H-modules and0 0
their projective covers, respectively.
THEOREM 2. Suppose that k is a splitting field for H. Then
rank c s dim H e t . .Ä I-
Here t is any non-zero left integral of H and e denotes the right adjoint action
of H on itself. Moreo¨er, if S2 is inner, then H is semisimple iff C s Id iff p
does not di¨ ide det C.
The article also contains explicit computations of the Cartan matrix C
 .and of the ring structure of G H for a number of specific Hopf algebras0
H that are of interest, in particular for the restricted enveloping algebras
 .of completely solvable p-Lie algebras and of sl 2, I- . These algebras
display features that contrast sharply with the classical case of finite group
 .algebras: C is always singular, and the ring G H is not semiprime for the0
 .restricted enveloping algebra of sl 2, I- .
A brief summary of the contents of the individual sections is as follows.
Section 1 reviews the basic pertinent material on Grothendieck groups
in the more general setting of finite-dimensional associative algebras. This
w xsection is, to a large degree, a summary of parts of Ba2 , specialized to
finite-dimensional algebras.
Section 2, on symmetry and dimensions, is independent of Grothendieck
groups and is entirely based on a few simple observations about duality
and traces. Theorem 1 is proved in Section 2.3 and, in Section 2.5,
unimodularity of H is shown to be equivalent with self-duality of the
projective cover of the ``trivial'' H-module. As a consequence, one obtains
that H is a symmetric algebra if and only if H is unimodular and S2 is
inner.
Section 3 takes up the material of Section 1 in the context of Hopf
 .algebras and contains the proof of Theorem 2 in Sect. 3.4 . The main
emphasis is on the ring and module structures that are now carried by the
various objects of Section 1. This section also contains an analysis of the
special case where the Jacobson radical of H is a Hopf ideal.
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Section 4 is devoted to a detailed discussion of some explicit examples:
the Sweedler algebra H , a class of algebras that were constructed by4
w x  w x.Radford R3 based on earlier examples due to Taft T , and the re-
stricted enveloping algebras of completely solvable p-Lie algebras and of
 .  .  .sl 2, I- . In each case, the ring G H , its module K H , the principal0 0
indecomposable modules, and the Cartan matrix are determined.
The author would like to thank Susan Montgomery for her thorough
reading of the first version of this article which lead to a number of
improvements, clarifications, and proper accreditations. In particular, she
pointed out to us that the aforementioned characterization of symmetry
w xwas first observed by Oberst and Schneider OS . The present proof is a
simplification of our original argument which incorporates a suggestion of
hers and H.-J. Schneider. After the first version of the article was circu-
lated, the author learned from Jim Humphreys that many of the features
 .of the sl 2, I- -example exhibited in Section 4.4 have previously been
w x w xdiscovered by Pollack Po and have been rederived by Humphreys in H .
w xThere is also previous work of Humphreys on symmetry H2 . Related
material on representations of finite-dimensional cocommutative Hopf
 .algebras, phrased in the language of finite algebraic groups, can be found
w xin V .
Notations and Con¨entions. All algebras, Hopf and otherwise, consid-
ered in this article are finite dimensional over a commutative base field I-
of characteristic p G 0, and all modules are left modules and are assumed
 .to be finite dimensional over I- . Finally, m stands for m and ? * sI-
 .Hom ?, I- denotes the linear dual. Further assumptions will be explicitlyI-
stated at the beginning of each section.
1. BACKGROUND FROM THE THEORY OF
FINITE-DIMENSIONAL ALGEBRAS
 .Throughout this section, A will denote a finite-dimensional algebra o¨er
I- and J s rad A is the Jacobson radical of A. We fix a full set of non-isomor-
 .phic irreducible A-modules V , . . . , V and we let P s P V denote their1 t i i
 w x.projecti¨ e co¨ers, the principal indecomposable A-modules cf. CR, p. 131 .
1.1. Grothendieck groups
 . Let G A denote the Grothendieck group of the category of finite-di-0
.mensional left A-modules. This is the abelian group that is generated by
w x w xthe isomorphism classes V of A-modules V modulo the relations V s
w x w xU q W for each short exact sequence of A-modules 0 ª U ª V ª W
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 w x.  .ª 0. It is a classical fact cf. Ba1, p. 404 that G A is a free abelian0
w x  .group with basis given by the classes V i s 1, . . . , t .i
 .Similarly, K A denotes the Grothendieck group of the category of0
 .projecti¨ e finite-dimensional left A-modules, that is, the abelian group
w xthat is generated by the isomorphism classes P of projective A-modules
w x w x w x  .P modulo the relations P [ Q s P q Q . Again, K A is free abelian,0
w x < 4with basis P i s 1, . . . , t .i
The two Grothendieck groups are related via the Cartan map
w x w xc s c : K A ª G A , P ¬ P . .  .A 0 0
 .The matrix C g M Z which represents c with respect to the above basest
is called the Cartan matrix:
C s c with c s multiplicity of V as composition factor of P . .i , j i , j j it=t
1.2. Orthogonality
Putting
 :  :? , ? : K A = G A ª Z, P , V s dim Hom P , V , .  .  .0 0 I- A
 w xone obtains a well-defined bilinear map cf. Ba2, Sect. 4.3 ; for simplicity,
w x .  .the parentheses ? are omitted . Since P rJP ( V , we have Hom P , Vi i i A i j
 .( Hom V , V which yields the orthogonality relationsA i j
0 if i / j,
 :P , V s where d s dim End V . .i j i I- A i d if i s j,i
If I- is a splitting field for A then all d s 1. Definingi
 : 4  4?, ? : K A = K A ª Z, a, b s a, c b .  .  .0 0
 .one obtains a bilinear form on K A whose matrix with respect to the0
 .given basis of K A is0
C9 s cX , where cX s d c . .i , j i , j i j , it=t
w x. w x  4  : XIndeed, c P s  c V implies P , P s  c P , V s c , by thej l j, l l i j l j, l i l i, j
orthogonality relations.
1.3. Trace Spaces
w xFollowing Ba2 , we write
w xT s T : A ª T A s Ar A , A .A
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w xfor the natural projection to the quotient of A by the I- -linear span A, A
w xof the Lie commutators a, b s ab y ba in A. We let
w x w x? : A ª T A s Ar A , A q J ( T ArJ .  . .reg
denote the canonical map. The space of I- -¨alued trace functions on A is
 .the I- -subspace of A* s Hom A, I- that is defined byI-
C A s f g A* : f ab s f ba for all a, b g A ( T A *. 4 .  .  .  .
We define the space of regular I- -¨alued trace functions by
U
C A s f g C A : f vanishes on J ( C ArJ ( T A . 4 .  .  .  .reg reg
w x If I- is a splitting field for A and p s char I-) 0, then A, A q J s a g
p n w x 4  w x.A : a g A, A for some n G 0 e.g., P, p. 56 , and hence
p n w xC A s f g A* : f a s 0 for all a g A with a g A , A .  .reg
for some n G 0 .4
1.4. Hattori]Stallings Ranks
Let P be a projective A-module. The trace map is defined by
t( P
tr s tr : End P ª Hom P , A m P ª T A , .  .  .P Pr A A A A
t f m ¨ s T f ¨ .  . .P
 w x.  .4n  .cf. Ba2 . If f , ¨ : Hom P, A = P is a dual basis for P, that is,i i 1 A
 .¨ s  f ¨ ¨ holds for all ¨ g P, theni i i
w xtr f s f f ¨ q A , A f g End P . .  .  . .  .P i i A
i
 w x.The Hattori]Stallings rank map is defined by cf. Ba2, Sect. 2.4
w xr : K A ª T A , P ¬ r s tr Id . .  .  .0 P P P
n  .Explicitly, writing P s A ? e for some idempotent matrix e s e gi, j
 .  .M A , we have r s T e . In particular, if P is free of rank n over An P i, i
 .then r s T n . Since each P has the form P s Ae for some primitiveP i i i
idempotent e g A, the image of the Hattori]Stallings rank map is exactlyi
w x  .the additive subgroup of Ar A, A that is generated by the primitive
idempotents of A. Finally, we define
r
r : K A ª T A ¸ T A , .  .  . reg0
w x w xwhere the last map is the canonical epimorphism Ar A, A ¸ Ar A, A
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.q J , and we put
w x w xr s r P s e g T A i s 1, . . . , t . .  . . regi i i
1.5. Characters
 .Let V be an A-module and denote its structure map A ª End V byI-
 .a ¬ a a g A . Then the character x of V is defined byV V
x a s tr a g I- a g A . .  .  .V V r I- V
The characters x s x are called the irreducible characters of A. Eachi Vi
 .character x is an element of C A and if 0 ª U ª V ª W ª 0 is aV
short exact sequence of A-modules then x s x q x . In particular,V U W
 .since the irreducible characters clearly belong to C A , so do allreg
characters x , and the character mapV
w xx : G A ª C A , V ¬ x .  . reg0 V
 .  .is a well-defined group homomorphism which satisfies x 1 s dim V .V I-
 .1.6. THEOREM. a The following diagrams commute:
cA :? , ? 66 K A G A .  .K A = G A Z .  . 0 00 0
6 6
6 6
r xcan.r=x and
66 T A C A . .  .reg regT A = C A I- .  .reg reg t .?evaluation
 . t  .  .  .UHere, the map r is as in Section 1.4 and ? : T A ª C A s T Areg reg reg
is defined by
tw x w xa b s tr L ( R a, b g A , .  . .  . A r I- b a
 .where L , R g End A are left multiplication with b and right multiplica-b a I-
tion with a, respecti¨ ely.
 .  .b The non-zero irreducible characters x g C A are linearly indepen-i reg
 .dent o¨er I- . If I- is a splitting field for A then the x i s 1, . . . , t form ai
 .I- -basis of C A and x induces an isomorphism of I- -¨ector spacesreg
& (
x s Id mx : G A s I- m G A ª C A . .  .  .Ä regI- 0 Z 0
 .  .c If I- is a splitting field for A then the r i s 1, . . . , t form a I- -basisi
 .of T A and r induces an isomorphism of I- -¨ector spacesreg
& (
r s Id mr : K A s I- m K A ª T A . .  .  .Ä regI- 0 Z 0
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 . wProof. The diagrams in a are minor modifications of Ba2, 4.3 and 4.7,
x  . trespectively . To see that ? is a well-defined map, note that
 . w xtr L ( R s 0 if a g J or a g A, A , because L ( R s R ( L is aA r I- b a b a a b
nilpotent endomorphism in the former case and a commutator of endo-
morphisms in the latter. Similarly for b in place of a.
 .b Assume first that I- is a splitting field for A. Then all d s 1 in thei
 .orthogonality relations in Section 1.2, and the first diagram in a yields
 .  .x r s d 1 . Thus, if k x s 0 for k g I- then 0 s k x r s ki j i, j I- i i i i i j j
for all j, thereby proving linear independence of the x 's. Furthermore, thei
number, t, of non-isomorphic irreducible A-modules, equals the number
of matrix components of ArJ which in turn is equal to the dimension of
 .  .U  .  .T ArJ ( C A . Hence t s dim C A , and so the x span C A .reg I- reg i reg
For independence of the non-zero irreducible characters x in thei
general case, choose a field extension KrI- so that K is a splitting field for
Ä Ä .  .A s K m A and let x g C A s K m C A denote the character of theÄi
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄA-module V s K m V . So x s 1 m x . For i / j, the A-modules V and VÄi i i i i j
w xhave no common composition factor CR, p. 170, Exercise 7.9 . Therefore,
Äwriting each x in terms of irreducible characters of A, there is no overlapÄi
between the various i's. In view of the foregoing, this implies that the
non-zero x 's are independent over I- , and hence the non-zero x 's areÄi i
independent over K.
 .  .  .c The proof of c is dual to the first part of the proof of b .
1.7. Symmetric Algebras
The I- -algebra A is called symmetric if there exists a non-degenerate
I- -bilinear form
b : A = A ª I-
 .  .which is associative and symmetric, that is, b ab, c s b a, bc and
 .  .b a, b s b b, a holds for all a, b, c g A. We recall some well-known
facts about symmetric algebras:
 .1 Group algebras of finite groups and all finite-dimensional
semisimple algebras are symmetric.
 .2 If A is symmetric then, for any irreducible A-module V, the
 .  .socle of P V is isomorphic to V. In particular, it follows that P V * (
 .  . P V * as right A-modules. In case A is a Hopf algebra, the switch from
left to right modules is unnecessary, because the side of the action is
.preserved for duals by means of the antipode. See Section 2.1 below.
 .  X .3 If A is symmetric then the matrix C9 s c of Section 1.2 isi, j
 4symmetric and, consequently, the form ?, ? is symmetric.
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 .  . w x  . wFacts 1 and 2 can be found in CR, pp. 198 ff. and 3 is La, Theorem
x 9.8 at least for I- large enough; the general case follows along the same
.  .lines . Part b of the following lemma, apparently a well-known fact, has
been pointed out to us by S. Montgomery and H.-J. Schneider who also
provided the proof given below. It is included here for lack of a suitable
reference.
LEMMA. Let A be a symmetric algebra with form b. Then:
 . w x .  w x.a b a, b , c s b a, b, c holds for all a, b, c g A. In particular,
 .  .  .  .C A ( Z A , the center of A, and C A ( ann J as I- -¨ectorreg Z A.
spaces.
 .b If g : A = A ª I- is any non-degenerate bilinear form which is
 .  y1 .associati¨ e then there exists a unit u g A such that g a, b s g u bu, a
holds for all a, b g A.
 .  .  .  .  .Proof. a First, b ba, c s b c, ba s b cb, a s b a, cb and so
w x .  .  .  .  .  w x.b a, b , c s b ab, c y b ba, c s b a, bc y b a, cb s b a, b, c .
 .  . w xThus, a g Z A if and only if b a, ? vanishes on A, A , whence the first
 .isomorphism follows. For the second isomorphism, observe that b a, J s
 .0 is equivalent with b aJ, A s 0, and hence with aJ s 0.
 .  . .  .b Viewing A* as left A-module via af b s f ba for f g A* and
 .a, b g A, the form g determines a left A-isomorphism G : A ª A*, G a
 .s g ?, a . Letting B : A ª A* denote the analogous isomorphism corre-
sponding to b , we obtain a left A-isomorphism f s By1 (G : A ª A.
 .  .  .  .Thus f a s au, where u s f 1 is a unit of A, and so G 1 s B u . Now,
for a, b g A,
g a, b s g ab, 1 s G 1 ab s B u ab s b ab, u .  .  .  .  .  .  .
 y1 .  y1 .and, consequently, g u bu, a s b u bua, u . Finally, using associativity
 y1 .  y1 .and symmetry of b , one computes b u bua, u s b u, u bua s
 .  .  .  .b bu, a s b a, bu s b ab, u which entails the claimed identity g a, b
y1 .s g u bu, a .
2. DIMENSIONS AND SYMMETRY
Throughout this section, H denotes a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra o¨er
I- , with counit « , antipode S, and comultiplication D. The latter will be
 .written D h s h m h for h g H. Recall that all H-modules are left1 2
modules and are assumed to be finite dimensional o¨er I- .
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2.1. Homomorphisms
 .Let V and W be H-modules. Then Hom V, W can be made into anI-
H-module by defining
hf ¨ s h f S h ¨ h g H , ¨ g V , f g Hom V , W . .  .  .  . .  . 1 2 I-
In the special case where W s I-s I- is the trivial H-module, so H acts«
on I- via the counit « , this simplifies to the following formula describing
 .the H-action on V * s Hom V, I- :I-
hf ¨ s f S h ¨ h g H , ¨ g V , f g V * . .  .  .  . .
Viewing tensor products of H-modules as H-modules by means of the
 w x.diagonal map D, the canonical isomorphisms cf. Bou, p. II.77 and II.80
(
W m V * ª Hom V , W , w m f ¬ ¨ ¬ f ¨ w .  . .I-
(
V * m W * ª W m V *, f m g ¬ w m ¨ ¬ g w f ¨ .  .  . .
are in fact H-module isomorphisms. Finally, the space of H-invariants
 .H   .  . 4Hom V, W s f g Hom V, W : hf s « h f for all h g H coincidesI- I-
 . w xwith the space of H-module maps Hom V, W L, Proposition 2.3 orH
w x.Zhu, Lemma 1 .
2.2. Duality
Let V be an H-module. Viewing V ** as H-module as in Section 2.1,
 . .  .  .the canonical isomorphism c : V ª V **, c ¨ f s f ¨ satisfies c h¨
y2  .  .s S h c ¨ . Therefore, as H-modules,
V ** ( V Sy2 . ,
the Sy2 twist of V. Since twists by inner automorphisms do not affect the
isomorphism type, we see in particular:
If S2 is inner then V ** ( V holds for all H-modules V .
 .Using ? * to denote transpose maps, we have an isomorphism of I- -vector
spaces
(
? * : Hom V , W ª Hom W *, V * . .  .  .H H
 .Thus ? * becomes an exact contravariant automorphism of the category of
 .finite-dimensional H-modules. Clearly, ? * respects direct sums, and some
 . w xpower of ? * is equivalent to the identity, because S has finite order R3 .
 .In particular, V * is irreducible resp., indecomposable if and only if V is.
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The H-module V is called self-dual if V * ( V. The trivial H-module
I-s I- and the regular left H-module H are self-dual, the former as a«
w xconsequence of the identity « (S s « , the latter by Sw, Theorem 5.1.3 .
Consequently, projectivity also transfers between V and V *.
 2 .2.3. THEOREM. Assume that H is in¨olutory that is, S s Id .
 . w xa L, Theorem 2.8 If H is semisimple then p does not di¨ ide the
dimensions of any absolutely irreducible H-module.
 .b If H is not semisimple, then p di¨ ides the dimension of e¨ery
projecti¨ e H-module.
Recall that an H-module V is absolutely irreducible if for every field
extension KrI- , K m V is an irreducible K m H-module or, equivalently, if
 .  w x.End V s I- cf. CR, Theorem 3.43 .I-
Proof. Both parts follow from the observation that, for any H-module
 .V, the trace map tr : End V ª I-s I- of Section 1.4 is an H-mod-«V r I- I-
 .ule map. Indeed, identifying End V with V m V * as in Section 2.1, itI-
 .suffices to check H-linearity of the map t : V m V * ª I- , ¨ m f ¬ f ¨ .
 .  .  2 .Using the identity S h h s « h 1 for h g H from S s Id we2 1 H
compute
t h ? ¨ m f s t h ¨ m h f s h f h ¨ .  .  . . 1 2 2 1
s f S h h ¨ s « h f ¨ s h ? t ¨ m f , .  .  .  . . 2 1
as required.
 .a Since H is semisimple, there is a left integral t in H with
 .  .« t / 0 in I- . Note that t ? End V consists of H-invariants and hence isI-
 .  .contained in End V , by Section 2.1. Thus, if f g End V and V isH I-
absolutely irreducible, then tf s c Id for some c g I- , and hencef V f
c dim V s tr tf s t tr f s « t tr f . .  .  .  .f I- V r I- V r I- V r I-
 .Choosing f g End f s 1, we deduce that dim V / 0 inI- V . with trV r I- I-
I- .
 .b Now let P be a projective H-module and assume, by way of
contradiction, that p does not divide dim P. Then the trace map trI- Pr I-
 .  .y1splits via s : I- ª End P , k ¬ dim P k ? Id . Therefore, I- is« «I- I- P
 .  .isomorphic to a direct summand of End P . Inasmuch as End P (I- I-
wP m P* is projective, by the Fundamental Theorem of Hopf Modules Mo,
xTheorem 1.9.4 , we conclude that I- is projective as well. This forces H to«
be semisimple, contrary to our assumption.
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 .Remarks. The semisimplicity hypothesis in a is definitely necessary.
 .Indeed, the restricted enveloping algebra H s u g of the restricted p-Lie
 .algebra g s sl 2, I- over a field I- of characteristic p ) 2 has an irre-
ducible module of dimension p. See Section 4.4 below for a detailed
 .discussion of this example. Part b implies in particular the known result
w xL, Theorem 4.3 that any involutory Hopf algebra H with dim H notI-
divisible by p is semisimple. Since this is false in general if H is not
 .  .involutory cf. Section 4.1 , this hypothesis is necessary for b to hold. In
 . a , semisimplicity of H may very well entail that H is involutory Kaplan-
w x w xsky's conjecture K ; known to be true in characteristic 0 LR2 . For an
w x.alternative proof, see PQ2 .
2.4. Local Hopf Subalgebras
 .Stronger estimates than the one provided by Theorem 2.3 b are some-
times possible by using local Hopf subalgebras. These are exactly those
Hopf subalgebras L of H such that the augmentation ideal Lqs Ker «L
is nilpotent.
LEMMA. Let L be a local Hopf subalgebra of H. Then dim L di¨ ides theI-
dimension of e¨ery projecti¨ e H-module.
 .Proof. Since H is free as left and right L-module, by the
w xNichols]Zoeller Theorem Mo, Theorem 3.1.5 , every projective H-module
is projective, and hence free, over L.
Remarks and Examples. If H s I- G is the group algebra of a finite
group G then the local Hopf subalgebras of H are the group subalgebras
  :.I- P, where P is a p-subgroup of G 0-subgroup means 1 . The local
 .Hopf subalgebras of the restricted enveloping algebra H s u g of a
 w x.finite-dimensional restricted p-Lie algebra g , p over a field I- of
 .characteristic p ) 0 are the enveloping subalgebras u p , where p is a
p-nilpotent p-Lie subalgebra of g. Here, p is p-nilpotent if some power of
w xthe p-map p is 0 on p. If H is a semisimple Hopf algebra then all Hopf
w xsubalgebras are semisimple as well Mo, Corollary 3.2.3 . Therefore, I- is
the only local Hopf subalgebra in this case. Even if H is not semisimple,
local Hopf subalgebras / I- need not exist; the Hopf algebra H in4
characteristic p / 2 is an example. Note, however, that H is free over4
w xthe local non-Hopf subalgebra L s I- x , in the notation of Section 4.1,
.and so the conclusion of the lemma applies to L as well.
2.5. Projecti¨ e Co¨ers, Unimodularity, and Symmetry
Recall that if V is an irreducible H-module then the projecti¨ e co¨er
 .  .P V is the unique up to isomorphism indecomposable projective H-
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 w x.module which maps onto V cf. CR, p. 131 . In the following lemma, we
let a g H* denote the ``distinguished'' group-like element of H* such
that
th s a h t .
 w x.holds for every left integral t in H and every h g H cf. Mo, p. 22 . The
Hopf algebra H is unimodular if every left integral is a right integral for H
or, equivalently, if a s « .
 .  .  .LEMMA. P I- * ( P I- . In particular, P I- is self-dual if and only if« a «
H is unimodular.
 .Proof. Put Q s P I- *, an indecomposable projective H-module, by«
Section 2.2. It suffices to show that Q maps onto I- . But Q ( He fora
some primitive idempotent e g H, and He contains a non-zero left inte-
U  .gral t of H, because I- ( I- embeds into Q. Thus t s te s a e t, and so« «
( a .a e s 1 and Q ª He ª I- is epi.a
w xPROPOSITION OS . H is a symmetric algebra precisely if H is unimodular
and S2 is inner.
Proof. The conditions are sufficient. For, if l g H* is a non-zero right
 .  .integral then, putting h, k s l hk for h, k g H, one obtains an associa-
 .tive bilinear form ?, ? : H = H ª I- which is well known to be non-de-
w x w  .x.generate LS, Theorem or R, Cor. 2 b . Moreover, since H is unimodu-
 .  2 . . wlar, the form also satisfies h, k s S k , h for h, k g H LS, Proposi-
x w  .x.tion 8 or R, Theorem 3 a . Thus, choosing a unit u g H so that
2 . y1S h s uhu holds for all h g H, we can define b : H = H ª I- by
 .  .b h, k s uh, k to obtain the required symmetric form.
 .  .Conversely, assume that H is symmetric. Then P V * ( P V * holds
 .for all irreducible H-modules V, by Section 1.7 2 . In particular, the above
lemma implies that H is unimodular. For a more elementary proof of this
w x .implication, see H2, Theorem 2 . Thus the associative non-degenerate
 .  .form h, k s l hk used in the first paragraph of the proof satisfies
 .  2 . .  .  .h, k s S k , h . On the other hand, by Lemma 1.7 b , h, k s
 y1 . 2 . y1u ku, h for some unit u g H. Consequently, S k s u ku which
2shows that S is inner.
 .Remarks and Examples. 1 Finite-dimensional commutative Hopf alge-
bras are symmetric, since they are unimodular and involutory. Cocommu-
tative Hopf algebras are symmetric precisely if they are unimodular which
  . .is not generally the case cf. 4 below . Thus symmetry does not pass from
  . .a Hopf algebra to its dual. See also 3 below.
 . 22 The fact that S is inner for symmetric Hopf algebras H entails in
 .particular that V ** ( V holds for all H-modules V Sect. 2.2 . Further-
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 .more, in view of Section 1.7 1 , the proposition implies that
S2 is inner if H is semisimple.
wFor I- algebraically closed, this fact has been noted by Larson L, Prop.
x w x.3.5 ; see also R, Theorem 5 ; the general case is due to Oberst and
w x 2Schneider OS . We also remark that Drinfeld has shown that S is inner
w x wfor any almost cocommutati¨ e Hopf algebra Dr , cf. also Mo, Proposition
x.10.1.4 .
 .  .3 The Drinfeld double D H of any Hopf algebra H is always
wsymmetric, because the conditions of the proposition are satisfied by R2,
x  2Theorem 4 and Cor. 2 . For the fact that S is inner, one could also quote
Drinfeld's more general theorem about almost commutative Hopf algebras
 . .mentioned in 2 above. Therefore, any H embeds in a symmetric Hopf
algebra, and symmetry is not in general inherited by Hopf subalgebras.
 .Moreover, the dual D H * is unimodular precisely if both H and H* are,
and similarly for the property of the square of the antipode being inner
w x  .R2, Cor. 4 and Prop. 8 . Consequently, D H * is symmetric if and only if
both H and H* are.
 .  .4 Let H s u g denote the restricted enveloping algebra of the
 w x.finite-dimensional restricted p-Lie algebra g , p over a field I- of
 .  .characteristic p ) 0, and let ad x g End g be defined as usual byg I-
 . . w x w x  w x.ad x y s x, y for x, y g g. By LS, Cor. on p. 91 cf. also Sch ,g
 .symmetry or unimodularity of H is equivalent to
tr ad x s 0 for all x g g . . .g
w xThis condition is certainly satisfied if g is nilpotent or if g s g , g and so,
in particular, if g is simple. The condition is also satisfied for the diamond
algebra, for example, but not for the 2-dimensional solvable p-Lie algebra
 .cf. Sect. 4.3 .
3. THE GROTHENDIECK RING
The notations introduced at the beginning of Section 2 remain in effect.
Furthermore, as in Section 1, V , . . . , V denotes a full set of nonisomorphic1 t
 .irreducible H-modules, P s P V are their projecti¨ e co¨ers, and J s rad Hi i
is the Jacobson radical of H.
3.1. The Grothendieck Ring
 w x.  .As is well known e.g., Ser , the Grothendieck group G H is endowed0
with the structure of an augmented Z-algebra with identity element
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w x  .1 s I- : The augmentation is dim : G H ª Z and multiplication is« I- 0
w x w x w x  .given by V ? W s V m W . We will refer to G H as the Grothendieck0
w x w xring of H. Putting V * s V * we obtain an anti-automorphism ) of the
 . w x4  .ring G H which permutes the basis V of G H , and ) is an0 i 0
 . 2  .involution of G H if S is inner Sects. 2.1, 2.2 .0
w x w x  .Similarly, P * s P* yields an automorphism of the group K H0
w x4 2which permutes the basis P and has order 2 if S is inner. Puttingi
w x w x w x  .  .P ? V s P m V we obtain a right G H -module structure on K H .0 0
The fact that P m V is projective if P is can be seen as follows. Clearly, it
 .suffices to prove that H m V is projective for any V. Now H m V is a left
 w x.H-Hopf module cf. Mo, Example 1.9.3 , and so H m V is in fact free as
wleft H-module, by the Fundamental Theorem of Hopf Modules Mo,
x  .  .Theorem 1.9.4 }The Cartan map c : K H ª G H is a )-equivariant0 0
 .map of G H -modules.0
 .With respect to the G H -module structures and duality maps ) on0
 .  .  :  .  .K H and G H , the bilinear maps ? , ? : K A = G A ª Z and0 0 0 0
 4  .  .?, ? : K H = K H ª Z of Section 1.2 satisfy the identities0 0
 :  :  4  4ax , y s a, yx* , a, b s b*, a*
 .  .for x, y g G H and a, b g K H . The first follows from the I- -linear0 0
 .  .H isomorphisms Hom P m V, W ( W m V * m P* ( Hom P, W mH H
.  .V * , and the second from the isomorphism Hom V , W (H
 .  .Hom W *, V * cf. Sects. 2.1, 2.2 . We point out two consequences ofH
these formulas.
v  .  .  .The G H -module K H is faithful: Indeed, if x g G H satisfies0 0 0
 .   . :   . :K H x s 0 then 0 s K H x, 1 s K H , x* . In view of the orthog-0 0 0
onality relations, the latter condition is equivalent with x* s 0, and hence
with x s 0.
v  4The left and right radical of the form ?, ? are both equal to the kernel
 .  4  4of the Cartan map c: Since Ker c is )-invariant and a, b s b*, a* holds
 .  4for all a, b g K H , it suffices to show that the right radical of ?, ?0
 .   . 4   .  .:equals Ker c . But, as above, K H , a s K H , c a s 0 is equiva-0 0
 .lent to c a s 0.
 4Recall also that the form ?, ? has matrix C9, and it is symmetric if H is
symmetric.
 .Remarks and Examples. 1 If I is an ideal of H that is contained in
J s rad H, then inflation of modules along the canonical map p : H ª HrI
( .  .  w x.gives a group isomorphism G HrI ª G H cf. Ba1, p. 455 . In case I0 0
is a Hopf ideal of H, this is an isomorphism of rings. This applies in
particular if J is a Hopf ideal of H. See Section 3.3 below for a detailed
discussion of this case.
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 .  .2 If H is semisimple then all H-modules are projective. Thus K H0
 .s G H and the Cartan map c is the identity map in this case. For0
 .example, let H s I- G * denote the dual of the group algebra I- G of the
<G <  .finite group G, so H ( I- as I- -algebras. Here, G H ( ZG, the0
integral group ring of G. Up to a finite separable field extension, this
 wexample covers all semisimple commutative Hopf algebras cf. Mo, Theo-
.rem 2.3.1 .
 . w x3 Let H be almost cocommutati¨ e in the sense of Drinfeld Dr . Then
2 w xS is inner and V m W ( W m V holds for all H-modules V and W Dr ;
w x.  .cf. also Mo, Lemma 10.1.2 and Proposition 10.1.4 . Hence G H is a0
commutati¨ e ring and ) is an involution in this case.
3.2. Semiprimeness
 .Recall a subgroup X of K H is said to be isotropic with respect to0
 4  4  4form ?, ? if X, X s 0. In case ?, ? is symmetric, this condition is
 4equivalent with x, x s 0 for all x g X.
 .PROPOSITION. K H contains no non-zero )-in¨ariant isotropic0
 .  .G H -submodules if and only if G H is a semiprime ring and the Cartan0 0
map c is injecti¨ e.
 .Proof. First assume that K H contains no non-zero )-invariant0
 .  .isotropic G H -submodules. Then, in particular, Ker c s 0 and so c is0
 .injective. Let N denote the nilpotent radical of the Noetherian ring
 .G H and suppose, by way of contradiction, that N / 0. Choose n so that0
I s N n / 0, but I 2 s 0, and note that I is )-invariant, because N
 .certainly is. Also, since c is injective, c m Q is bijective, and so I l Im cZ
 ./ 0. Consequently, letting X denote the preimage of I in K H under c,0
 .  .we have I = c X and X is a non-zero )-invariant G H -submodule of0
 . 2  .  .K H . Since I = c XI , we deduce that c XI s 0, and hence XI s 0.0
 :  :  4On the other hand, XI, 1 s X, I = X, X / 0, by assumption on the
 4form ?, ? . This contradiction shows that we must have N s 0, and so
 .G H is semiprime.0
 .Conversely, assume that G H is a semiprime ring and the Cartan map0
 .c is injective. If X is a non-zero )-invariant isotropic G H -submodule0
 .  .  .of K H , then I s c X is a non-zero )-invariant right ideal of G H0 0
  ..  4and so I is actually a two-sided ideal of G H . Moreover, 0 s X, X s0
 :  :   . :   .:X, I s XI, 1 s XIG H , 1 s XI, G H , and hence the orthog-0 0
2  .onality relations imply that XI s 0. Therefore, I s c XI s 0, contra-
 .dicting semiprimeness of G H .0
 .EXAMPLES. 1 Semisimple Hopf algebras H: In this case, C is the
identity matrix and C9 is a diagonal matrix with positive entries. Therefore
 .  4the quadratic form Q x s x, x is positive definite and no non-zero
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 .  .isotropic submodules of K H can exist. Thus, G H is semiprime if H0 0
 .is semisimple. More generally, this shows that G H is a semiprime ring if0
 .  .J is a Hopf ideal of H, because G H ( G HrJ holds in this case.0 0
 .2 Group algebras o¨er sufficiently large fields: For group algebras I- G of
 .finite groups G, the Grothendieck ring G I- G can be explicitly described0
 .in terms of Brauer or ordinary characters, and semiprimeness is evident
from this description. However, it also follows from the proposition, in
view of the fact that the Cartan matrix C s C9, because I- is assumed
. Tlarge is known to be invertible and to have the form C s D D, where D
 wis an integer matrix, the so-called decomposition matrix cf. CR, Cor. 18.10
x.and Theorem 18.25 . Consequently, C is positive definite, and semiprime-
 .  .ness of G I- G follows as in 1 .0
 .   ..3 The restricted enveloping algebra H s u sl 2, I- provides an exam-
 .ple of a Grothendieck ring G H which is not semiprime. See Section 4.4.0
3.3. The Case When J s rad H Is a Hopf Ideal
We discuss the case where J s rad H is a Hopf ideal of H in some
detail. Some properties of this case have already been noted in Section 3.1,
 .  .Remarks and Examples 1 , and in Section 3.2, Examples 1 .
 .  .Since « J s 0 and S J : J are automatic, J s rad H is a Hopf ideal
if and only if
D J : H m J q J m H . .
Several further equivalent conditions are given in the following lemma. In
w x w xthis regard, see also PQ and the remarks in Mo, pp. 62]63 .
LEMMA. The following conditions are equi¨ alent.
 .1 J is a Hopf ideal of H.
 .2 Tensor products of semisimple H-modules are semisimple.
 .  .3 If V, W are H-modules, then J ? W m V : JW m V q W m JV.
 .  .4 If V, W are H-modules, with V semisimple, then J ? W m V s
JW m V.
 .  .5 Same as 4 , but with V semisimple and W projecti¨ e.
 .  .6 If V, W are H-modules, with V semisimple, then P W m V (
 .P W m V.
 .  .7 Same as 6 , but with V and W both semisimple.
 .  .  .  .Proof. 1 m 2 : 2 is equivalent to the equation J ? HrJ m HrJ s 0
 .which in turn is equivalent to D J : H m J q J m H.
 .  .  .  .1 « 3 is clear, and 3 « 1 follows by taking V s W s H.
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 .  . r3 « 5 : Write W [ Q ( H for suitable Q and r. Then we have
H-module isomorphisms
W m V [ Q m V ( H r m V ( H r dim I- V , .  .
the last isomorphism being a consequence of the Fundamental Theorem of
 .Hopf Modules cf. Sect. 3.1 . Hence, as I- -vector spaces,
J ? W m V [ J ? Q m V ( J r dim I- V ( J r m V .  .
( JW [ JQ m V ( JW m V [ JQ m V . .  .  .
 .  .But 3 implies that J ? W m V : JW m V, and similarly for Q, because V
 .is semisimple. Thus, comparing dimensions, we obtain 5 .
 .  .  .5 « 4 and 6 : We write head X s XrJX for all H-modules X. Now
 .let V, W be H-modules, with V semisimple. Then head P W ( head W, a
 .   .general property of projective covers, and 5 implies that head P W m
.    ..  .   . .V ( head P W m V. Thus head W m V ( head P W m V is
 .  .semisimple, and so head W m V canonically maps onto head W m V.
 .On the other hand, the canonical epimorphism P W m V ¸ W m V
 .   . . entails an epimorphism head W m V ( head P W m V ¸ head W m
.  .  .V . So head W m V and head W m V are in fact isomorphic which
 .  .proves 4 . For 6 , consider the composite epimorphism
P W m V ¸ W m V ¸ head W m V .  .
( head W m V ( head P W m V , .  . .
where the first two epimorphisms are the canonical ones and the last
isomorphism was established above. Using the Nakayama Lemma we
 .  .deduce that P W m V maps onto P W m V. Similarly, the canonical
 .  .epimorphism P W m V ¸ W m V implies that P W m V maps onto
 .  .  .P W m V . Inasmuch as P W m V and P W m V are both finite dimen-
sional, the latter two epimorphisms are in fact isomorphisms, thereby
 .proving 6 .
 .  .6 « 7 is trivial.
 .  .7 « 2 : Let V and W be semisimple H-modules and put X s W m V.
 .By two applications of 7 ,
P X ( P W m V ( P I- m X . .  .  .«
 .On the other hand, by general properties of projective covers, P X (
 .  .  .  .P head X , and 7 applied to head X further implies that P X ( P I-«
 .  .m head X. Therefore, P I- m X ( P I- m head X. Comparing dimen-« «
sions, we conclude that the canonical map X ¸ head X is an isomorphism
and so X is semisimple.
 .  .Since 4 clearly implies 5 , the proof is complete.
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COROLLARY. Assume that J s rad H is a Hopf ideal of H. Then, for any
 .  .  .  .H-module V, the projecti¨ e co¨er P V is gi¨ en by P V ( P I- m VrJV .«
 .  .Consequently, K H is a free G H -module of rank 1 with generator0 0
w  .x  .P I- . Furthermore, dim P I- is an eigen¨alue of the Cartan matrix C,« «I-
and hence a di¨ isor of det C in Z.
 .  .Proof. In view of the general isomorphism P V ( P VrJV , the iso-
 .  .  .  .morphism P V ( P I- m VrJV follows from 7 in the lemma applied«
to VrJV.
 .In particular, we have P ( P I- m V for i s 1, . . . , t which can be«i i
 .written as a matrix equation over G H as follows:0
w x w xV V1 1
. .. .P I- ? s C ? . .« . . 0  0w x w xV Vt t
 .The assertion concerning dim P I- now follows by applying the aug-«I-
 .mentation dim : G H ª Z to this equation.I- 0
 .Remarks and Examples. 1 If all simple H-modules are 1-dimensional
 r .equivalently, HrJ ( I- as I- -algebras for some r then all tensor prod-
ucts of simple H-modules are 1-dimensional as well, and hence condition
 .2 of the lemma is clearly satisfied. Thus J is a Hopf ideal in this case. By
 .  .Section 3.1, Remarks and Examples 1 and 2 , we conclude that
G H ( ZG, .0
where G is the group of group-like elements of H*. For explicit examples
of this kind, see Sections 4.1]4.3 below.
 .2 If H s I- G is a finite group algebra then J is a Hopf ideal precisely
w x w xif G has a normal Sylow p-subgroup M . Furthermore, Brockhaus Br has
 .  .shown that if P V ( P I- m V holds for all semisimple I- G-modules V«
then J is a Hopf ideal of I- G. This is a substantial strengthening of the
 .  .implication 6 « 1 in the lemma for group algebras. I do not know to
what extent this fact generalizes to Hopf algebras. The present proof of
Brockhaus' theorem depends on the classification of finite simple groups.
 .   ..3 The example H s u sl 2, I- shows that all assertions of the corol-
 . w  .xlary are false in general: K H is no longer generated by P I- in this«0
 .case, and dim P I- s 2 p is not an eigenvalue of the Cartan matrix C.«I-
See Section 4.4.
3.4. The Cartan Matrix
In this subsection, we determine the rank of the I- -linear map
& &&
c s Id mc : K H s I- m K H ª G H s I- m G H . .  .  .  .H I- H 0 Z 0 0 Z 0
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&
Note that rank c equals the rank of the Cartan matrix C of H in caseH
p s 0, and the rank of the reduction of C mod p when p ) 0. We will
need the right adjoint action e of H on H which is defined by
he k s S k hk h , k g H . .  . 2 1
THEOREM. Suppose that I- is a splitting field for H. Then
&
rank c s dim H e t , .H I-
where t is any non-zero left integral of H. Moreo¨er, if S2 is inner then the
following are equi¨ alent.
 .1 H is semisimple;
 .2 C s Id;
 .3 p does not di¨ ide det C.
 .Note that, for p s 0, condition 3 just says that det C / 0.
Proof. By Theorem 1.6, we have a commutative diagram
&& &cH 6 .  .K H G H0 0
6
(( xr ÄÄ
6 6
 . . C H .T H regreg t .?
&
t t . w x  .So rank c s rank ? . By R, Proposition 7 , the map ? has the followingH
description: Let t be a left integral for H and l a right integral for H*
 .such that l t s 1. Then, for any h g H,
tw xh s he t © l, . .
 . .  .where © is defined by h © f k s f kh for h, k g H and f g H*.
 . w x wFurthermore, l is a free H-basis of H*, © LS, p. 83 or R, Corollary
x.  . t  .2 . Therefore, rank ? s dim H e t , as claimed.I-
 .  .  .  .  .  .The implications 1 « 2 « 3 are trivial. For 3 « 1 , note that 3&
t .says that c is injective, and hence so is the map ? in the above diagram.H
2 2 . y1Now suppose that S is inner, say S h s uhu for some unit u g H.
 . w x  . w x. tSince « u / 0, we have u / 0 in T H , and so u / 0. Therefore,reg
 . tby the above formula for ? , ue t / 0. The computation
ue t s S t ut s S t S2 t u s S S t t u s « t u .  .  .  .  . .  2 1 2 1 1 2
 .now shows that « t / 0, and so H is semisimple.
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 .Remarks and Examples. 1 Finite group algebras H s I- G: Taking t s
<  . <  . g we have g e t s C g c for g g G, where C g denotes theg g G G g G
centralizer of g in G and c g I- G is the class sum of g, that is, the sumg
of the elements in the conjugacy class of g. Therefore, I- Ge t is the
<  . <I- -linear span of all class sums c such that p does not divide C g .g G
These classes are in particular p-regular, that is, they consist of elements
.having order not divisible by p. Consequently,
&
< < < <rank c s a conj. classes C of G such that C s G , 4p pI- G
< <  < < .where ? denotes the p-part of the size ? s 1 .p 0
 .  .  .2 If H is involutory then the implication 3 « 1 above follows more
 .simply from Theorem 2.3 b which asserts that, for H not semisimple, the
 . dim I-map G H ª Z ¸ ZrpZ factors through the cokernel of the Cartan0
map c. Now just use the fact that if det C / 0 then det C is the size of this
cokernel.
 . 3 If K is a local Hopf subalgebra of H or, more generally, a local
.subalgebra so that H is free over K then dim K divides det C. Indeed,I-
 . w x:since G K s I- and projective H-modules are projective, and«0 K
hence free, over K, the restriction map induces an epimorphism
Res
G H rcK H ¸ G K rcK K ( Zrdim K ? Z. .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 I-
3.5. Trace Spaces for Hopf Algebras
w xReference R, Lemma 1 gives two alternative descriptions of the space
 .  .of I- -valued traces C H . Namely, C H is the set of invariants with
respect to the left coadjoint action of H on H* that is given by
hd f k s f S h kh for h , k g H , f g H*. .  .  . . 2 1
 .This is the transpose of the action e that was used in Section 3.4.
 .Alternatively, one can characterize C H as the set Cocom H* of cocom-
mutative elements of H*. To summarize,
HC H s Cocom H* s H* . .  .
 4  . Note that f g H* : f vanishes on J is the coradical H* of H* cf.0
w x.  .Mo, Proposition 5.2.9 . Therefore, C H can be viewed as the setreg
 .Cocom H* of cocommutative elements of the coradical of H*. Since the0
 .coradical H* is clearly mapped to itself under d, we have0
HC H s Cocom H* s H* . .  .  .reg 0 0
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 .From the foregoing, we see in particular that C H is a I- -subalgebra of
H*, because Cocom H* clearly is. In Corollary 3.7 we will show that if
 .HrJ is separable then C H is also a I- -subalgebra of H* or, equiva-reg
w x  .  .lently, H, H q J is a coideal of H. Note further that C H and C H reg
w xare both stable under the antipode S* of H*, since H, H and J s rad H
are stable under S.
 .  .  .EXAMPLES. 1 H s I- G * for G a finite group: Here C H sreg
 .C H s H* s I- G. Since I- G need not be commutative, this example
 .  .shows in particular that the isomorphism Z H ( C H of Lemma 1.7 is
not in general an isomorphism of I- -algebras.
 .  . .  h.2 H s I- G for G a finite group: Here, hd f g s f g for g, h g G
h y1  .and f g H*, where g s h gh is conjugation in G. Thus C H is
canonically isomorphic with the I- -algebra of all I- -valued functions on
the set of conjugacy classes of G, with ``pointwise'' multiplication of
w xfunctions. Furthermore, H, H q J is the I- -linear span of the elements
h  .g y g for g, h g G, where g denotes the p9-part of g s g if p s 0 .p9 p9
 .Therefore, T H can be identified with the I- -vector space with basisreg
the set of p-regular conjugacy classes of G. Under this identification, the
w x  .image g g T H of g g G becomes the conjugacy class of p9-part ofreg
 .g. Furthermore, C H can be viewed as the algebra of I- -valuedreg
 .functions on the set of p-regular conjugacy classes of G: A trace f g C H
 .  .  .belongs to C H precisely if it satisfies f g s f g for all g g G. Seereg p9
w xP, p. 56]58 for all this.
 .  .3.6. PROPOSITION. The character map x : G H ª C H is a ring ho-0
 .  .  .momorphism which satisfies x s S* x and x 1 s dim V . If I- isV * V V I-
 .a splitting field for H then C H is a I- -subalgebra of H* and x induces anreg
isomorphism of I- -algebras
& (
x s Id mx : G H s I- m G H ª C H . .  .  .Ä regI- 0 Z 0
Proof. First, x s « , and so x respects the identity elements ofI-«
 .  .G H and C H . Let V and W be H-modules. Then, by Section 2.1,0
 .there are I- -isomorphisms End V m W ( V m W m W * m V * (I-
 .  .End V m End W . Under this identification, tr becomesI- I- VmW
tr mtrV W 6tr : End V m W ( End V m End W I- mI-( I- , .  .  .VmW I- I- I-
and
h s h m h h g H , .  .  .VmW 1 2V W
 .where h ¬ h denotes the structure map H ª End V , etc. Therefore,V I-
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the fact that x is a ring homomorphism follows from the computation
 .  .  .  .  .  . .x h s  tr h tr h s  x h x h s x x h . TheVmW V 1 V W 2 W V 1 W 2 V W
 .formula x s S* x follows similarly, since the obvious I- -linear iso-V * V
 .  .  .  .morphism End V * ( End V sends h ¬ S h . The formula x 1I- I- V * V V
 .s dim V is trivial. The remaining assertions now follow from the factI- &
that, for I- a splitting field, the map x is an isomorphism between G H .Ä 0
 .  .and C H , by Theorem 1.6 b .reg
 .3.7. COROLLARY. If HrJ is separable o¨er I- then C H is a I- -reg
subalgebra of H*.
Proof. Choose a field extension KrI- so that K is a splitting field for
Ä Ä Ä .H s K m H. By Proposition 3.6, C H is a K-subalgebra of H* sreg
Ä Ä .  .K m H*. By separability, rad H s K m J and so C H s K m C H .reg reg
Ä .  .Therefore, C H s C H l H* is closed under multiplication, sincereg reg
Ä .both H* and C H are.reg
Remark. Of course, HrJ is separable in case the base field I- is
 wperfect. In addition, HrJ is known to be separable if either J s 0 cf. Mo,
 .x wCor. 2.2.2 1 , or if H s I- G is the group algebra of a finite group G CR,
x  .Theorem 7.10 , or if H s u g is the restricted enveloping algebra of a
w x``classical'' p-Lie algebra g Se, p. 101 . I am not aware of an example
where HrJ is not separable.
4. EXAMPLES
4.1. The Sweedler Algebra
 < 2 2 :Let H s H s I- 1, g, x, gx g s 1, x s 0, xg s ygx and assume4
that I- has characteristic p / 2. This algebra is quasitriangular but not
 w x.unimodular cf. Mo, 1.5.6, 2.1.2, 10.1.17 . Here, J s xH and HrJ (
 :   :.I- g ( I- g *. Thus J is a Hopf ideal, and so we obtain ring isomor-
 .  :phisms G H ( Z g . The two irreducible H-modules are I- and I- ,« a0
where a : g ¬ y1, x ¬ 0 is the distinguished group-like element of H*.
 .  .Their projective covers, P I- and P I- , are dual to each other, by« a
 .Lemma 2.5. Therefore, P I- has socle isomorphic to I- , and the socle of« a
 .  . w  .x w P I- is isomorphic to I- . Thus, in G H , we have c P I- s c P Ia « «0
.x. w x w x- s I- q I- , and so the Cartan matrix isa « a
1 1C s . /1 1
Note that the foregoing applies verbatim whenever H has only two
irreducible modules, I- and I- , where a is the distinguished group-like« a
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element. A cocommutative example of this form is the restricted envelop-
 .ing algebra H s u g of the restricted 2-dimensional solvable 2-Lie alge-
 .bra g in characteristic p s 2 cf. Sect. 4.3 below .
4.2. Radford's Algebra
w xThe following Hopf algebra H is taken from R3, Example 1 which in
w xturn is based on an earlier construction due to Taft T . Fix n ) 1 and
assume that I- contains a root of unity v of order n. Then H is generated
by elements x, y, g subject to the relations
g n s 1, x n s y n s 0, xg s v gx , gy s v yg , xy s v yx .
 .Furthermore, g is group-like, and x and y are g, 1 -primitive. The Hopf
 l r s 4 2 .algebra has I- -basis g x y : 0 F l, r, s - n , H is unimodular, and S h
y1  w x.s ghg holds for all h g H see R3 . Thus H is symmetric. The radical
 :of H is J s xH q yH, a Hopf ideal of H, and HrJ ( I- g . The simple
i  .  .H-modules are: I- i s 0, . . . , n y 1 , where f g G H* is given byf
 .  .  . w i x if g s v, f x s f y s 0, and the map I- ¬ g gives a ring isomor-f
 .  :  . i 2phism G H ª Z g . Putting e s 1rn g g H we have e s e and0
 . r s  .P I- s He s [ I- x y e. The Loewy factors of P I- are given« «0 F r , s- n
by
J lP I- rJ lq1P I- s I- x r y se mod J lq1P I- ( I- sy r . .  .  . [« « « f
rqsslrqssl
 .  :Therefore, in G H s Z g , we have0
2ny2
sy rc P I- s I- . .  « f
ls0 rqssl
s 1 q gy1 q ??? qgy ny1. ? 1 q g q ??? qg ny1 .  .
s n 1 q g q ??? qg ny1 . .
w  i.x.  ny1. iCorollary 3.3 now implies that c P I- s n 1 q g q ??? qg g sf
 ny1.n 1 q g q ??? qg holds for all i. Hence the Cartan matrix is
1 1 ??? 1
1 1 ??? 1. . . . . . . . . . . .C s n ? . 0
1 1 ??? 1
4.3. Restricted En¨eloping Algebras of Completely Sol¨ able p-Lie Algebras
 .Let H s u g be the restricted enveloping algebra of the finite-dimen-
 w x.sional completely solvable restricted p-Lie algebra g , p over an alge-
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w xbraically closed field I- of characteristic p ) 2. If the p-map p is
normalized so as to be trivial on the center of g , then g s t [ r , where
 .r s rad g is the p-radical of g and t is a maximal torus. Furthermore,p
 .  wJ s r H and HrJ ( u t is commutative. See SF, pp. 240 ff. and Theo-
x .rem 5.3, p. 221 for all this. In particular, by Section 3.1, Remarks and
 .Examples 3 , there is an isomorphism
w xG H ( ZG, I- ¬ a a g G , .  .a0
where G is the group of group-like elements of H*, written multiplica-
 < w x.tively. Note that G is canonically isomorphic to a g g* a g , g s
 w p x.  . p 40, a x s a x ; x g g , and hence G is an elementary abelian p-
 w x.group of rank dim t cf. SF, Proposition 8.8 and Exercise 4, p. 243 . SoI-
< < gG s p with g s dim t .I-
 .  .Putting T s u t and R s u r , we have H ( R m T as I- -vector spaces,
w xby the restricted Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt Theorem SF, Theorem 5.1 .Â
 .Choose an integral e g T with « e s 1. Then e is idempotent, and
P I- s He s Re ( R .«
as H-modules, viewing R as H-module by means of the left adjoint
 . .  . representation ad that is given by ad h r s h rS h . The isomor-l l 1 2
 .  .phism follows from the calculation hre s h r« h e s h r« Sh e s1 2 1 2
 . .h rS h e. In particular,1 2
dim P I- s pr with r s dim r . .«I- I-
w  .x.  .In order to determine c P I- g G H , it suffices to analyze R as a« 0
T-module. To this end, decompose r as a T-module. This amounts to
 4  . .  .choosing a basis x , . . . , x of r such that ad y x s a y x holds for1 r l i i i
all y g t , where a g t* are suitable linear forms. We will view the a asi i
elements of G by inflation and call them the Jordan]Holder ¨alues of g inÈ
 w x.r following BGR . By the PBW Theorem, we have T-module isomor-
phisms
w x w x w xR ( I- x m I- x m ??? m I- x ,1 2 r
py1 py1
jw xI- x s I- x ( I- .[ [ jai i i
js0 js0
Thus, as T-modules,
py1
R ( I- .[ j a q? ? ?qj a1 1 r r
j , . . . , j s01 r
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Viewing the a as elements of G as above, this isomorphism yields thei
w  .x w x  .following equation for P I- s R in G H s ZG:« 0
py1
j j1 rP I- s a ??? a . . « 1 r
j , . . . , j s01 r
Let A : G denote the subgroup that is generated by the Jordan]HolderÈ
 4  .values a and let a F r denote the rank of A. Then the abovei
w  .xexpression for P I- can be written as«
rya Ã ÃP I- s p A , where A s a g ZG. . «
agA
By Corollary 3.3, the projective covers of the remaining simple H-modules
 . w  .x w  .xI- a g G are given by P I- s P I- a . Consequently, the Cartana a «
matrix C has the form
B 1 1 ??? 1.rya . 1 1 ??? 1C s p ? with B s .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 a agya gya 1 1 ??? 1 p =pB p =p
We briefly discuss some explicit examples.
 .1 The 2-Dimensional Sol¨ able p-Lie Algebra. This Lie algebra is
w x w p x w p xdefined by g s I- t [ I- x with t, x s x, t s t, x s 0. Here, t s I- t,
 :  .  .r s I- x, and G s A s a with a t s 1, a x s 0. This is also the only
Jordan]Holder value of g in r. So g s r s a s 1 and we obtainÈ
1 1 ??? 1
Ã 1 1 ??? 1P I- s G g ZG and C s . .« . . . . . . . . . . . . 01 1 ??? 1 p=p
 . w x2 The Diamond Algebra. Here, g s I- t [ I- x [ I- y [ I- z with t, x
w x w x w x w p x w p x w p x w p xs x, t, y s yy, x, y s z, g , z s 0, and t s t, x s y s z s 0.
 :  .Again, t s I- t, r s I- x [ I- y [ I- z, and G s A s a with a t s 1,
 .  .  .a x s a y s a z s 0. The Jordan]Holder values in r are a , ya , andÈ
0. Thus g s a s 1, r s 3, and so
1 1 ??? 1
2 2Ã 1 1 ??? 1P I- s p G g ZG and C s p ? . .« . . . . . . . . . . . . 01 1 ??? 1 p=p
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 .  w x.4.4. The Restricted En¨eloping Algebra of sl 2, I- cf. Po
 .We now consider the restricted enveloping algebra H s u g of the
 .p-Lie algebra g s sl 2, I- over a field I- of characteristic p ) 2. Thus
w x w x w xg s I- f [ I- h [ I- e, with h, f s y2 f , h, e s 2 e, e, f s h, and the
p-map is given by ew p x s f w p x s 0, hw p x s h. Let V s I- a [ I- b denote the
canonical g-module that is given by the matrices
1 0 0 1 0 0h s , e s , f s .V V V /  /  /0 y1 0 0 1 0
The symmetric group S acts on the m-fold tensor product V mm bym
permuting positions, and this action commutes with the H-action on V mm,
since H is cocommutative. Thus the S -fixed points form an H-submod-m
mm  .ule of V which we denote by V m :
SmmmV m s V . .  .
w xBy Bou, Proposition 4 on p. IV.44 ,
dim V m s m q 1. .I-
 .  .The modules V m 0 F m - p form a complete set of irreducible H-
 w x wmodules, and they are in fact absolutely irreducible cf. C or SF, p. 207
x.  .  .ff. . Furthermore, all V m 0 F m - p are self-dual, by uniqueness of
 .  .dimension. Note that V 0 s I- and V 1 s V. In the following, we will«
w  .x  . w x  .write ¨ s V m g G H and ¨ s V g G H . Thus ¨ s 1 andm 0 0 0
py1
pG H s Z¨ ( Z . . [0 m
ms0
 .The Ring Structure of G H . Identifying S with the subgroup0 my1
 .  mm. S my 1  .Stab m : S we have V s V m y 1 m V which shows thatS mm
 .  .V m is a submodule of V m y 1 m V for all m. Furthermore, if m G 2
 .  . mmy1then V m y 1 m V contains the element x s m y 1 !a m b y
 mmy1.s  . my 1 b m a which satisfies hx s m y 2 x, ex s 0, and f xs g S my 1
 .s 0. It follows that, for 2 F m - p q 2, Hx is the simple module V m y 2 .
 .  .  .For m - p, the submodules V m y 2 and V m of V m y 1 m V inter-
 .  .  .sect trivially, and so V m y 1 m V s V m [ V m y 2 if 2 F m - p, by
mp  .counting dimensions. For m s p, the element y s a g V p satisfies
 .  .hy s py s 0 s ey, and the element x belongs to V p , since p y 1 !s y1
 .  .  .mod p. Therefore, V p has V p y 2 and V 0 as composition factors,
 .and there must be another copy of V 0 , for dimension reasons. Since
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 .  .  .V p : V p y 1 m V, we conclude that V p y 1 m V has two copies of
 .  .each of V 0 and at least one copy of V p y 2 as composition factors.
 .There actually is a second copy of V p y 2 . For,
Hom V p y 1 m V , V p y 2 .  . .H
( Hom V p y 1 , V p y 2 m V .  . .H
s Hom V p y 1 , V p y 1 [ V p y 3 .  .  . .H
 .  .shows that there is an epimorphism p : V p y 1 m V ¸ V p y 2 , and p
 .  .does not split, because V p y 1 m V is projective while V p y 2 is not
 .see below .
Summarizing, we have shown that the following equations hold in
 .G H :0
¨ ? ¨ s ¨ ,0 1
¨ ? ¨ s ¨ q ¨ 2 F m - p , .my 1 m my2
¨ ? ¨ s 2¨ q 2¨ .py1 py2 0
It follows easily by induction that m Z¨ s m Z¨ i holds for all m sis0 i is0
0, . . . , p y 1. In particular,
w x w xG H s Z ¨ ( Z X r g X , .  . .0
 .where g X is the characteristic polynomial of the p = p-matrix of the
 . pendomorphism of G H s Z that is given by multiplication with ¨ . One0
can show that
2g X s 2 y X f X , .  .  .p
where
 .py1 r2 1k q aa p , kp , k kf X s y1 X , a s p y 1 y 2k . .  .  .p p , ka / 4p , kks0
 .  .Consequently, G H is not a semiprime ring. We also remark that f X0 p
 .  . py1.r2is irreducible and satisfies f X s X y 2 mod p. In particular:p
pw xC H ( k X r X y 2 ( kC , .  . .reg p
where C is the cyclic group of order p.p
The Principal Indecomposable Modules. We now discuss the projective
covers
P m s P V m 0 F m - p . .  .  . .
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 .  .By Theorem 2.3 b , we know that dim P m s pl for some l g N. InI- m m
 .particular, if m - p y 1 then V m is not projective, and consequently
 .  .P m has at least two constituents V m , one in the head and another one
 .in the socle. Recall that H is a symmetric algebra. This forces dim I-
 .  .  .P m G 2 m q 1 . Thus, if p y 1 r2 F m - p y 1 then we must have
 .  .l G 2. Furthermore, using the isomorphism V m m V ( V m q 1 [m
 .  .V m y 1 for 1 F m - p y 1, we see that the projective module P m m V
 .  .  .  .maps onto V M q 1 [ V m y 1 , and hence P m q 1 [ P m y 1 is a
 .direct summand of P m m V. This implies l q 1 F 2 l , and it followsmq 1 m
by induction that l G 2 holds for all m - p y 1. On the other hand, sincem
I- is a splitting field for H, we have an isomorphism
py1
mq 1H ( P m . .[
ms0
Counting dimensions, we conclude that l s 2 for m - p y 1 and l sm py1
1. Thus
dim P m s 2 p 0 F m - p y 1 and P p y 1 ( V p y 1 . .  .  .  .I-
 .In particular, V p y 1 is the only projective module of dimension p.
 .  .Since the projective module V p y 1 m V maps onto V p y 2 , we have
P p y 2 ( V p y 1 m V . .  .
 .  .  .Using the fact that P m q 1 [ P m y 1 is a direct summand of P m m
V for 1 F m - p y 1, we obtain the following isomorphisms
P m m V ( P m q 1 [ P m y 1 1 F m - p y 2 .  .  .  .
2P p y 2 m V ( P p y 3 [ V p y 1 . .  .  .
w  .x  .Put a s P m g K H , so a , a , . . . , a is the canonical Z-basis ofm 0 0 1 py1
 . w  .x  .K H . An easy induction shows that a s V p y 1 generates K H0 py1 0
 .  .  .as G H -module, and so K H is free over G H .0 0 0
 .  .The Cartan Map. We claim that the Cartan map c: K H ª G H is0 0
given by
c a s ¨ .py1 py1
c a s 2¨ q 2¨ 0 F m - p y 1 . .  .m m py2ym
 .  .Indeed, the first formula is clear from P p y 1 ( V p y 1 , and the
 .  .second formula for m s p y 2 follows from P p y 2 ( V p y 1 m V
 .which implies c a s ¨ ¨ s 2¨ q 2¨ . For m s p y 3, we usepy2 py1 py2 0
 .  .  .2the isomorphism P p y 2 m V ( P p y 3 [ V p y 1 to obtain
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 .  .  .  .c a sc a ¨ y 2¨ s 2¨ q 2¨ ¨ y 2¨ s2 ¨ q ¨py3 py2 py1 py2 0 py1 py1 py3
q2¨ y 2¨ s 2¨ q 2¨ , as required. The assertion for the remain-py1 py3 1
ing 0 F m - p y 3 now follows by induction, based on the isomorphism
 .  .  .  .  .  .P m q 1 m V ( P m q 2 [ P m , or c a s c a ¨ y c a .m mq1 mq2
Therefore, the Cartan matrix has the form
2 0 ??? 0 2 0
0 2 ??? 2 0 0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C s .0 2 ??? 2 0 0
2 0 ??? 0 2 0 0
0 0 ??? 0 0 1 p=p
Loewy Series. The Loewy series of the principal indecomposable mod-
 .  .  .  .ules P m 0 F m - p y 1 follows easily. Indeed, the head P m rJP m
 .  .and the socle ann J are both isomorphic to V m , and the coreP m.
 .  .  .JP m rsocle P m consists of two copies of V p y 2 y m . It follows that
  .  .. Ext V m , V m s 0 for 0 F m - p y 1 and of course also for theH
 ..  .projective module V p y 1 , and hence the core of P m must actually be
 .  .isomorphic with V p y 2 y m [ V p y 2 y m . Thus, for 0 F m - p y
1, we have
 .V m
P m s V p y 2 y m V p y 2 y m . .  .  .[
 .V m
Consequently, the radical J s rad H has nilpotence index 3. This could of
py1 .course also be checked using the explicit generators e h q 1 and
 . py1 w xh q 1 f for J that are given in Se, p. 99 .
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